If you need to research the legislative history of a recent law, that is becoming easier to do for yourself from the convenience of your computer. The legislative history of a law comes into play when the wording of a statute is ambiguous or silent on some point and the court may look to the intent of the legislature in interpreting a statute. To do this, go to the Idaho Legislature’s web site:

www.legislature.idaho.gov

Go to the particular statute you want to research and find the history line at the end of the statute. The history line will tell you when a statute was added, and will also show you every time the statute has been amended. If the statute was added or amended in 2003 or more recently, you will be able to pull up the statute’s legislative history on the web site (anything older and you have to hit the books in the Legislative Library in the Capitol).
Take, for example, this law prohibiting texting while driving, which was passed in 2012. The first step is to figure out which bill was behind this session law. To do that, go to the portfolio item Idaho Laws / Rules, select Session Laws and choose the year, and look up the chapter number (in this case, Ch. 301). An alternative way to find a bill’s number is to look up the statute’s citation under the “Code Sections Affected” index under the session.
SECTION 2. An emergency existing therefor, which emergency is hereby declared to exist, this act shall be in full force and effect on and after its passage and approval.

Approved April 5, 2012.

CHAPTER 301
(S.B. No. 1274, As Amended in the House)

AN ACT
RELATING TO TEXTING AND DRIVING: AMENDING CHAPTER 14, TITLE 49, IDAHO CODE.
BY THE ADDITION OF A NEW SECTION 49-1401A, IDAHO CODE, TO DEFINE A
TERM, TO PROVIDE IMPRACTION PENALTIES FOR TEXTING WHILE DRIVING AND
TO PROVIDE APPLICATION TO VIOLATION POINT COUNTS AND MOVING TRAFFIC
VIOLATIONS.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Idaho:

SECTION 1. That Chapter 14, Title 49, Idaho Code, be, and the same is hereby amended by the addition thereto of a NEW SECTION, to be known and designated as Section 49-1401A, Idaho Code, and to read as follows:

49-1401A. TEXTING WHILE DRIVING. (1) As used in this section, "texting" means engaging in the review of, or manual preparation and transmission of, written communications via handheld wireless devices. This definition does not include voice-operated or hands free devices that allow the
When you come to the bill number, you can click on the bill number itself to get a copy of the bill, the voting record, and its Statement of Purpose. Alternatively, you can click on the links to the committee hearing minutes in which they discussed this bill.

| S1274 | RS20993 | Senate Transportation 1-31, 2-9, 2-14; House Transportation & Defense 2-28 |

**S 1274:**

Senator Hammond presented S 1274. He said this bill creates an infraction when texting while driving. In 2002 the average number of texts was one million; in 2008 that number rose to one hundred and ten million. In 2010 there were one hundred and ninety-six billion texts. Texting causes 16,141 deaths per year, and an additional 6,000 to 10,000 injuries each year. Seventy-three percent of teens text while driving. He went on to say there are three types of distractions: manual, visual and cognitive. Texting uses all three of these: hands, eyes and mind. When texting, you are twenty-three times more likely to get involved in a crash. This bill will allow law enforcement to issue citations and provide motivation to drive safely. Sen. Hammond stated that the bill did not violate personal freedom, but it protects citizens.

Senator Lodge presented the proposed change to S 1274, which deletes the exemption of law enforcement from the texting ban. Senator Lodge introduced Shauna Sauer who spoke in support of S 1274. Mrs. Sauer is the mother of Taylor Sauer, who lost her life on January 14, 2012, while driving home from college on I-84. Taylor was on Facebook while driving and slammed into a truck trailer. Mrs. Sauer said the world cannot stop media addiction and technology, but one more life saved would be enough reason to pass this bill. Mrs. Sauer’s eleven year old daughter also spoke of the pain of losing her best friend.

Erik Makruch and Wayne Hoffman, Idaho Freedom Foundation, and Michelle Audette, A Brotherhood Against Totalitarian Enactments (ABATE) of Southern Idaho spoke in opposition to S 1274. The main opposition to this bill is: Idaho already has laws on inattentive driving, punishable with a misdemeanor. They argued that there were other activities that are just as distracting such as: reading a book, changing the radio station, using Global Positioning System (GPS), putting on make-up, and talking on a hand held device. This bill defines texting as "engaging in review of, or manual preparation and transmission of written comment." The bill does not address reviewing social networks or playing games on a handheld devices. They said that the answer is to educate the public on the consequences of inattentive driving and to hold people responsible for their actions. They also said they believe the law would violate personal liberties.
In this way, you can find the discussion of the law when it was being presented to the House and Senate committees. One caveat is that the minutes online is strictly that: the minutes. They may or may not include any attachments such as prepared written statements, letters from constituents, presentations or the like, which may possibly be attached to the original paper minutes maintained in the Legislative Library. (Wondering if a bill you are researching online has attachments? Call us and we will check for you!)

Up until 2013, the committee minutes are the closest you can come to finding discussion of a bill. Recordings of the committee hearings and the floor debates were not preserved until the 2013 legislative session. For 2013 or later, you may also be able to listen and/or watch a committee hearing or floor debate. These archives are available here.

For more information, please contact library@lso.idaho.gov or call us at (208) 334-4822.

The Legislative Reference Library is located on the first floor of the Idaho Capitol building.